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Mosaik Support Center for Refugees and Locals provides a space of

warmth, safety and community for the most vulnerable populations on

Lesvos. Built on principles of solidarity, integration and empowerment,

Mosaik aims to move beyond immediate crisis response and to offer

sustainable structures to support refugees in their resolve to live with

dignity. Bringing together over 300 students from teenagers to adults,

from a wide variety of countries, Mosaik offers language courses in

English and Greek, IT lessons, vocational training in arts and crafts,

up-cycling workshops and cultural events supported by artists,

activists and organizations from across the world.
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All of our classes share a common goal: build 

skills that promote inclusion. We base our 

pedagogy around this objective.

Most of our students at Mosaik are asylum

seekers who have reached the Greek Island by

boat from Turkey. In the last month, we have

welcomed 329 students from 14 different

countries to participate in our language and

computer classes.

The female population in our courses now

represents 30%. Our groups are gender mixed, but

we also have some women classes based to their

very different needs and demands.

We can consider in many cases women more

vulnerable than men and most of them have the

responsibility for their families.

All of our classes take place at Mosaik Support

Center. Currently we provide language lessons

for English, Greek and also an IT class. Each

class duration is an hour and half and happens

twice per week. We also have a handcrafts

workshop that uses waste materials happening

4 times per week.

In every lesson, we practice the four basic skills

to learn a language: writing, reading, listening

and speaking. To improve the learning curve,

we simplify the grammar rules and emphasize

on multiculturalism.

We promote multi-culturalism and base our

pedagogy around the use of multiple languages

in the classroom.

In order to be the most efficient in our classes,

we use methods such as role playing, audio

and visual exercises and games, and the buddy

system. We highly encourage students to help

each other and to work in groups.

We are not using a course book, but teaching

material from different books. It is important

for us to adopt our teaching material in real

situations that our students will use in their

daily life. For that reason we are creating our

teaching material.

Mostly our funding comes from donations.

At the end of our courses, which take place for

3 months, we are evaluating our programs.

At Mosaik, our teachers are professionally

trained and experience in order to offer the

best quality education to our students.

Our biggest challenges include the large

turnover of people on the Island, and

attendance due to the difficulties our students

face: interview, psychological support.

Because our students have different

backgrounds and ages learning a language can

be very different for each of them, as a result

we often have to work with different levels in

the same class.

We believe that learning a language is the gateway for integration and inclusion. Some of our

students are continuing their studies into national educational system, in the afternoon classes

of Public High School or in the Second Change School for adult students.


